The Unemployed Millionaire: Escape the Rat Race, Fire Your Boss and Live Life on YOUR Terms!

The art of manipulation: how to get what you want out of people in business, in your personal life, and in your love life.

Life's Amazing Secrets: How to Find Balance and Purpose in Your Life.

The art of manipulation: how to get what you want out of people in business, in your personal life.

40 Days to Die... Pdfdrive: hope Give books away. Get books you want. When Luka's father, the storyteller of Kahani, falls into a mysterious deep slumber from which he cannot be woken, it falls to his son to complete the mission that will save him. Just as in the best videogames, Luka must tackle ever more perilous territory and foes - the Inescapable Whirlpool, the land of Badly Behaved Gods - and progress through the levels towards his ultimate goal: the Fire of Life.

At the heart of this extraordinary quest are familiar themes: love, mortality, overcoming fear. Unlike Grand Theft Auto, which should only be tackled by responsible adults in controlled conditions, Luka and the Fire of Life is clearly meant to be shared by parents and children, bringing The World of Magic to bedtime. Booklists. Your Reviews. Great adventure books for teens. A book that can reach out to meet and move and touch a reader at any time of the reader's life, from childhood to middle age and beyond, is a rare and magical book, and Salman Rushdie is a rare and magical writer. Twenty years ago, the average 12-year-old-boy imbibed most of his stories through the television. Today he more likely gets them through video games. Rushdie, almost alone among modern fiction writers, gives these games their narrative due; that nobility made Luka and the Fire of Life a triumph on this side of the vale of tears, and we should be grateful for such poetry. He offers this salve for mortality in a story that engages a young mind with a range of some of the most engaging myths of human history. Read more.

Verified Purchase. This is an amazing book! Rushdie wrote an earlier book, "Haroun and the Sea of Stories" for his son Haroun and wrote "Luka and the Fire of Life" for his son Luka. Both of these are "children's" stories in the same way that Alice in Wonderful is a "children's" story--the simple story carries very deep messages.